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Stars to run x/c courses
A MONTHLY series of cross-country
coaching/development weeks is to be held
by the club next year with an impressive
group of leaders.
Places will be open firstly to BGGC
members but visitors from other clubs will
be welcome to take remaining places. The
events will be held with no competitive element.
Subject to confirmation, ex-world
champion and national coach Andy Davis
will coach the first week from April 1422. During his last coaching week there
was an impressive number of long crosscountry flights, including 300s and 500s
flown by individual pilots and with
coaches in two-seaters.
John McWilliam, a former RAF fast-jet
instructor and Gnat aerobatic display pilot,
will take the week of May 12-19. John’s
interest in aircraft began very early - his
headteacher writing on a report when he
was five: “His experience and interest apContinued on p2

Different kind
of launch…

GILL Starling, right, the
bonfire night party organiser,
tries her hand at launching a
Chinese lantern.
Nearly 60 people enjoyed
the firework display run by
Richard Starling, Neil Spicer
and Julian Rees as well as the
one that seemed to be at the
Forest Green Rovers ground.
Simon Robinson was chief
fire raiser.
Giuseppe later provided
spaghetti bolognese for 39
party-goers in the bar while
feeding another big party in
the restaurant.

Happy ending:
Dan Welch and
Danielle toast
their future in
champagne
after his
stylish
proposal at
Nympsfield

Photos by Greg
O’Hagan and Dan

Dan pops the
question in
10ft high sign

DAN Welch dreamed up a novel way of
proposing to Danielle Hancock, like him a
former Nympsfield member.
He had his proposal put in 10ft high letters in watery paint on the grass near our
car park and went up with Danielle in the
K-21 to point out the sign to her.
After all that effort, luckily she said Yes
amid tears and they celebrated with champagne at the launchpoint.
Dan started flying at Nympsfield and
was an instructor for a while but he went
on to become an airline pilot and now
glides at Parham.
Neil Spicer tells the full story on p9.

Season’s greetings! Happy soaring in ’12

Don’t hare off, log
your sightings!

SINCE the last Terra Firma Synson, everyone heard
dicate article, written in mid-Autawny owls calling in the
gust, we’ve had a hot period,
valley and also saw bats
more like summer, followed by
flying around.
unusually mild weather for
I am always glad when
weeks.
anyone tells me of something interesting they’ve
As I predicted there has been a
bumper crop of fruit and nuts –
spotted on or above the
lots of sloes for any sloe gin-makfield but would be even
ers, plenty of squirrel fodder and,
gladder if they also wrote
hopefully, enough red berries of
it up on the clipboard in
one sort or another to tempt those
the old clubhouse, as I
Scandinavian thrushes, like reddon’t always get around
wing and fieldfare, to visit us.
to adding it myself and
These latter do tend to arrive in
that means that an interdroves, strip the trees and move
esting observation fails to
on, so let’s hope they’ll put in an
get recorded. And they
appearance at weekends!
are all interesting obserSightings recorded on the TFS
vations sometimes conclipboard monthly sheets include
firming, for example, that
lots of flowers blooming into Octhe hares are still around,
tober, including our precious
when no one has menharebells, and more butterflies
tioned them for weeks or
than were noted during the sumeven months.
mer – gatekeepers, speckled
There will still be loads
woods, peacocks and quite a few
of things to see, even
red admirals, which do seem to
from inside and poor
have been abundant everywhere
weather can bring interthis autumn. Most people manage
esting gulls among the
to get the odd glimpse of a roe
flocks grounded, so keep
deer and several members have
an eye out!
A kestrel by Daphne Malfiggiani
Nancy Barrett
noted family groups. They seem
to be getting very tolerant of humans. Hares are also regularly
From p1
Stars to run courses
seen, up to three at one time. An interesting observation was
pear to be centred around aeroplanes to the exclusion of all else.”
made by Richard Starling when he was cutting grass near the
He emigrated to the Cotswolds from Ireland six years ago to get
fuel pumps and moved a plank of wood. Underneath was a
more gliding and now flies more than 250 hours a year.
family of voles and all their tunnels could be clearly seen. They
Chris Rollings, former National Coach and first man to fly a
tolerated the plank being lifted for quite a few viewings before
1000km task in England, will coach the June 9-17 week. From
moving on to pastures new.
July 14-22 Sid Smith will lead his ever-popular task week.
No unexpected avian species have been noted since the last
There will be no coaching in August due to the Std Nationals
article but there is always a good count of species such as
at Nympsfield. But in the first two weeks of September Trevor
bullfinch, chaffinch, greenfinch, blue, great, marsh, coal and
Stuart will be available to forecast good days to fly the Isle of
long tailed tit around the caravan site, where several people put
Wight task round St Catherine’s Point and back. Briefings and
feeders out and there are plenty of bushes with berries. At the
met forecasts will be available electronically on the website. Piend of September during one of our final barbecues of the sealots can fly from Nympsfield or from their own club.

Log in to plan your flying
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DAVE Hallsworth has set up a forum on the bggc.co.uk website
where members can plan their midweek winter flying.
See http://www.bggc.co.uk/forum/ to register and log on to see
who’s available for the days ahead. Dave wrote: “After next
week there will be no full-time cover of the airfield and flying operations will take place when there are enough volunteers available to set up the field and fly. Here is a place where this planning
can be discussed among members.”

Welcome to new members

Nicholas Frost
Mark Lawson
Daniel Tarring
Michael Tobin
Alun Williams
Andrew Collings
Martin Spragg
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Retired Solo & Beyond
Full flying
Cadet
Country member
Full flying
Bristol Uni group member
Full flying

Club to host
Nationals

THE BGA competition committee has

awarded BGGC the Standard Class Nationals next year to be run from August 412. Russ Francis will be directing and is
going to need help so anyone willing to
volunteer should contact him either directly or via the office.
The Open Class will be at Aston Down
from June 2-10.

AGM: We need
new treasurer

THE AGM will be held on Saturday December 10 at 1600 in the clubhouse. All officer and committee positions fall vacant
at the AGM (nominations close the day before the meeting).
After two years in the post, Andy
Townsend does wish to stand again as
treasurer. He asks members to consider
standing or to nominate others whose arm
might be twisted. For further information,
phone him on 01453 861672.

Brush with nature!

WELL done Simon Robinson, Nigel Smith
and Neil Spicer for reclaiming some of the
airfield’s south boundary from nature.

PILOTS are continually reminded of
the importance of checking NOTAMs
along their planned and possible alternative routes as part of their essential pre-flight planning.
But have you thought about rocket
launching? It goes on from sites
around the country.
The UK Rocketry Association has
safety rules to ensure that such
launching takes place in clear skies
and care is taken to ensure that the
planned trajectory avoids any passing
aircraft.
But the rockets are recovered by a
parachute system. They have been
known (unusually) to reach altitudes
in excess of 8,000ft. Even though the
main parachute may not open until a
few hundred feet above the ground,
the initial descent is controlled by a
stabilising system, which may on a
windy day allow the returning rocket
to cover some distance downwind of
its original launch site.
There is also the possibility that the
rocket may develop a fault which
causes the main parachute to open at
the highest point of the trajectory, and
that would keep the descending rocket
in the air for longer than itwould take
a light aircraft to appear over the site.

Check and double check

A REPORT in the AAIB’s Bulletin 5 of
2011 concerns a fatal accident to a glider
which was incorrectly assembled during
rigging before flight. The wing attachment
fitting was damaged during the rigging
process resulting in the main wing spar
joint not being properly secured.
In this particular type of wing attachment system, it was not possible for the
rigging team to positively confirm complete assembly. As a result the wings separated from the glider during a winch
launch.
Hopefully, glider pilots will already be
aware of the report and the recommendations from the AAIB and the BGA.
Many gliders are kept in trailers and
rigged before flight, and such rigging is regarded as a normal part of the pre-flight
preparation. But, as the investigation concluded, errors in assembly can have catastrophic consequences. It is not unknown
for club members to experience difficulties when rigging a glider which is normally kept rigged, and the temptation to
apply force can be overwhelming. But it
must be resisted!
Although the wing attachment system

employed by this glider is fitted to only a
few types, the general principle when assembling major structural components is
valid for many others too such as helicopters and gyroplanes.
Aircraft assembly is an engineering
process. We must not only take care when
carrying it out, but as when working on
aircraft controls we should seek an independent check by someone who has not
been involved in the process but who understands the particular system.
Even after that independent check, preflight vital actions should include as positive a check as possible that the rigging is
intact.

Don’t turn a
blind eye!

COULD every member who comes across
a problem with any vehicle or other equipment please ensure that Steve Moss (for
vehicles) or the appropriate person is told
about it, either directly by email or via the
office.
If the office is closed, write a note and
drop it in. Unless this happens, the problems can’t be fixed!
Colin
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Don’t risk
getting
a rocket!
Pilots should check NOTAMs for
any such rocket launches, and avoid
the launch site by the published safe
margin.
The safest option is probably to plan
one’s flight to fly upwind of the site.

Doug Jones retires
from inspecting

DOUG Jones has given up as an inspector after 60 years and has retired as BGA
south-west Regional Technical Officer.
But he is staying on the BGA technical
committee, which he has served on for 52
years.
He is also offering his comp number,
14, to raise money for his cross-country
fund for young solo pilots.
The BGA is seeking a replacement for
Doug. This is a voluntary position, acting
as the local BGA Technical Committee
presence to provide advice and guidance
to inspectors, make liaison visits to clubs,
interview inspector candidates and generally represent the BGA and assist the
Chief Technical Officer with technical issues and training co-ordination.
The role will suit experienced inspectors who wish to get involved with the
support and regulatory side.
It is not envisaged that it will involve
auditing but may involve offering advice
to inspectors, clubs and owners on how to
resolve issues following audits.
Anyone interested in this challenging
role should write to cto@gliding.co.uk

Aquarius Furniture

You may be pleasantly
surprised at just how
affordable bespoke is.
Handmade in Stroud, Gloucestershire
t: 01453 882247
m: 07875 047767

www.aquariusfurniture.co.uk
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Fancy yourself as a passenger carrier?
Alun
Williams,
right,
who
soloed
after
about
two
months’
membership.
Well, he
does
have a
CPL!

Appeal for an
Air Scout leader

THE club is supporting the Stroud and Tetbury Scout Group, which would like to
have an Air Scout Explorer group based at
Nympsfield.
The person would preferably have gliding experience, if possible be a current
member of BGGC, be interested in young
people’s development and be committed to
running the troop. Training and support
will be available in all aspects of the task
by from both organisations.
If anyone is interested please contact
Fred Ballard on 07885318374 or at ascotbeeman@blueyonder.co.uk
This will be going out to a wider circulation shortly in the event of no response.

Help out our
new cadets

WE now have five cadets around,
some just started with the club. We
are an intimidating lot, often self
centred on our own activities and
not always very welcoming to newcomers and strangers.
Please remember they will be shy,
uncertain, and possibly retiring, will
not be wearing yellow jackets but
need to be involved in as much activity on and around the field as is
safe and reasonable.
So if you see some youngster looking a bit lost, please watch out for
them, particularly at weekends, and
help whenever possible.

Bursaries offered to young solo pilots

APPLICATIONS for the 2012 Royal Aero Club Bursaries are now open. These are
available to young pilots, aged 16-21, who have already reached solo standard to enable
them to achieve greater competence in their particular air sport.
Bursaries of up to £1,000 are available to help recipients advance from one recognised level to the next (for example, gain your Bronze badge or XC endorsement). Applications for 2012 bursaries for gliding have to be endorsed by the BGA.
These need to be received at the BGA office by March 3 2012. Full details are at
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/

THE following points came out of an instructors’ meeting in October.
Anyone with a Silver C can apply to
carry passengers. They need check flights
to qualify. Renewals are the same as BI
each year and the approval is for local flying only. Applicants must have 10 hours
solo each year and are subject to CFI approval.
The booking system has not worked
well for varous reasons.
It was not practical to continue a booking system for the winter season (weather,
conditions, short days).
The consensus among instructors was
to revert to the old “list” system for next
season.
One-day courses and trial lessons had
led to feedback that they were quite successful and the office had been instructed
to sell ODCs to potential members and organise as pairs during the season. Plenty
of notice is required. But it was said that
more structure was required for next season, and the briefing room is to be used.
Graham Morris gave updates on the
BGA instructor rating changes.
They reflect EASA structure and will be
introduced in advance of EASA to allow
for parallel operation and a managed
change in 2015.
Ratings translate as: BGA Flight Instructor Examiner, BGA Flight Examiner
and BGA Flight instructor. Flight Instructor Examiners will oversee instructor
training, Flight Examiners will oversee
BGA qualification training (eg Bronze
checks) and Flight Instructors will oversee club instructing. The BI rating will
disappear.
Because Flight Examiners will have to
complete a given number of checks each
year, not every fully-rated instructor can
convert to this rating (not enough business
to ensure re-validation each year).

My finest view, but was it wise?
MANY years ago I used to fly at Tarrant
Rushton (Dorset GC) until it was demolished. One day it was not yet raining but
threatening so flying went on until it began
to drizzle and cloudbase dropped to about
300ft.
So “them thar” asked me to fly the K-8
back to the hangar. There was only aerotow available and my tipwalker came to
me and told me that tuggie had to make
rather narrow turns to prevent entering
cloud. Amazement, because I thought it

was (nimbo?) stratus only, but everywhere. OK, so we took off and then entered cloud. Oh shit. It became darker first,
and then lighter and lighter until we suddenly entered the most perfect white endless landscape, with towers of a dazzling
white all around us.
I flew around for quite some time and
enjoying myself more than immensely, all
the time trying to remember where the
field was, because a search beneath the
300ft overcast would be very short indeed.
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So gradually I sank into the white mass,
until it became very dark and rain was hitting the glider hard. When I came out I
was quite close to the high key point and I
stopped the glider about 20 yards from the
hangar (not towards the doors but perpendicular to them, of course).
Nobody was amazed, but then you Brits
are trained in hiding your emotions, and I
had pictures in my head that are still there
nowadays. Nice, but wise?
No, it wasn’t…
Bruno Zijp

THE club has negotiated a new threeyear agreement for the supply of LPG,
with Flogas and achieved savings over
the period of just short of £4,000. But all
suppliers demanded that we alter our
installation to comply with Health and
Safety guidelines as a result of a national tightening up of the regulations
and an inspection programme.
Just in time, since a few weeks later
we had a visit from Stroud Council, who
were happy with the requirements
made by Flogas. As a result we have removed the walls around the tanks, extended the vehicle barrier and, with a
hard-working team of volunteers, removed three overhanging trees.
Committee member Martin Talbot
thanked everyone who helped, but in
particular Richard Starling and Steve

Tree-mendous effort over new tanks

Parker. Richard climbed high up into
the trees to attach ropes and Steve later

  
funeral company

wielded his chainsaw to good effect!
Dave Hallsworth said: “It was incredible how quickly the trees came down
and were then chopped into logs and
carted away in a convoy of small trailers and the backs of 4x4s. Four hours
from start to finish and by then there
was little more than sawdust left. An
impressive effort, well done chaps. Lionel and I did not have chainsaws and
felt a little left out so we took the
smaller branches and leafy stuff and
built up the bonfire a bit more.”

Oxygen test/fill:
an update

DIVE 90 near Cheltenham can test and refill O2 bottles and have adaptors to fit
most threads.
Dive 90, Knightsbridge Business Centre, Knightsbridge, Cheltenham GL51
9TA Tel: 01242 680003. They are quite
close to where I work, so if necessary I
could perform a collection and delivery
service for a small consideration.
Sid

Parachute safety alert

THE BGA has received details of a safety issue
about Slimpack (Rix) emergency parachute
systems.
It is recommended that, on the next repack
(six-monthly), any of these chutes are inspected by a certified rigger and, if found to
employ fixed packing loops tacked to the pilot
chute cap with nylon E-thread, these are replaced with spectra or kevlar quick-loops. The
quick-loop should be tacked to the top coil of
the pilot-chute spring using appropriate thread,
ie type 8 harness thread or flat waxed tacking
cord. See www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/news.htm

for a m o re p ers o n a l f u n e ra l
T h e O l d Pa i n sw i c k I n n • S t ro u d G L 5 1Q G
014 5 3 7 6 7 7 6 9
w w w. fa m i ly t r eef un er a l s . c o . uk
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FOR SALE

Ninth share in Duo Discus 802.
£6,800. Contact David Barker, telephone
01453
873410
or
david_barker7@tiscali.co.uk

Turbulent northwesterlies: Be on your guard!
AS IT IS fairly common to have exciting
landings in northwesterly winds and that
season is upon us, Severn Skies is repeating advice given a while back.
Sometimes breathtaking loss of airspeed
on the approach can cause some anxious
moments.
At times one can imagine the aircraft
being almost out of control and then at the
last moment conditions become calm and
you are able to make a relatively normal
landing.
There is a distinction between turbulence and wind gradient and in these conditions the wind gradient may not follow
the normal rules.
Turbulence

It is well known that the turbulence in
the lee of the tall trees at the edge of the
airfield can be significant, and might easily surprise the unprepared pilot. In
stronger winds the turbulence on approach
is severe, and should only be attempted by
experienced pilots who are in current practice.
The good news is that in the latter part
of the approach (the last 20ft or so) the
conditions often become much calmer because the trees themselves offer shelter.
The pilot then finds himself with a relatively high airspeed and very little headwind. The result is normally a long holdoff and ground run.
Tailwind
It was Tom Bradbury who first tried to
explain the tailwind that is often felt at the
launchpoint in a northwesterly wind.
He theorised that the bowl in the ridgeline to the east of the airfield tends to re-direct the prevailing wind and create a
tailwind.
As you will see in the wind gradient section, the implications can be quite serious.
The effect is not felt on all parts of the airfield, and is more prevalent at the launchpoint.
The tailwind can exacerbate the landing
situation. The approaching glider already

has a high airspeed, or should have, and
the tailwind will further lengthen the landing distance needed.
The tailwind can be too strong to safely
winch launch.
Wind gradient

The wind gradient is a reduction in wind
strength with height. The effect on the
glider on approach can be significant because the glider loses energy and therefore
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airspeed as it descends through
the wind gradient. The effect is
greater in stronger winds.
The normal method of calculating a suitable approach
speed is 1.4Vs + ½ windspeed.
However if we consider the
Nympsfield approach and the
tailwind, then the picture is
quite different.
Landing “short” in a northwesterly increases the chances
of this extreme form of wind-shear because the tailwind effect is more pronounced the closer we are to the boundary
wall.
In the cases where an instructor has
“taken over”, both P2 and P1 were
equally surprised with the rate of loss
of airspeed.
In all these cases the aircraft was being
landed too close to the near boundary
wall.

STEERING

FLEET
WEL…

SERVICING

COME

BATTERIES

TYRES
AT LOW PRICES

G
G
G

SUSPENSION

COMPUTERISED BALANCING G FROM MINI TO FERRARI
LASER ALIGNMENT
G MASSIVE STOCK
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOW
PROFILE TYRE SPECIALISTS G GOOD SERVICE AS STA NDARD

TEL 01453 767747 OR 752186
UNIT 5 & 6 WALLBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, STROUD

Our task, your security
...the security you get with the best value gliding insurance
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IT ALL started in October, Dan Welch
came to NYM to do a bit of flying and liquid-based catching up. While putting the
world to rights in the Lulsgate
Arms, he mentioned that November 5 would be his and
Danielle’s 10th (!) anniversary,
and that, after some not inconsiderable hints from Danielle, it
was about time he popped the
question.
He already had some hatchings of a plan, and after a few
more drinks, we parted with
what felt like a solid idea. He would borrow an aircraft from Parham (his current
home club), fly up to Lee-on-Solent to
pick Danielle up (she is in the Navy, so
Lee is her home club), then fly up to
NYM, where through some means there
would be a proposal on the ground. I was
the man tasked with generating the proposal.
Fast forward to the week before. I had
found a supplier of ‘pitch mark’, the paint
used by sports clubs to mark sports fields
and devised a way to spray the message.
The night before I had planned on performing a trial run just to check that the
coverage would be adequate, and how
large to make the characters. However, as
is often the way with things, events conspired against me.
The weather was awful, heavy rain and
wind to boot. The trial would have to wait.

I dropped Dan a text to see how things
were at PAR, and he was confident that all
would be well, clear skies at PAR! The

the message, the hangar doors opened, and
the kit was brought out. I text Dan “We are
flying, suggest you take a flight!”. Without hesitation, the reply
came. “Keep gliders out,
ETA 245”. We had a plan!
2:45 came, as did the
couple. I had managed to
secure the K-21, which
wasn’t being used, so Dan
managed to shepherd
Danielle to the launchpoint, without her seeing
the sign. All went to plan,
and no-one around the launchpoint gave
the game away.
Dan and Danielle launched, with her
flying, the idea being that while she was
flying she was unlikely to see the message. Again, it worked. According to Dan,
just after they released the tow, he took
over and went for a bit of a wander to the
south side of the airfield, where he popped
the question so to speak. She said yes!!
Back on the ground, and after some
teary moments, they came back to the
launchpoint, where a small crowd had
gathered to congratulate the happy couple,
along with some strategically hidden
champagne!
We wish the couple a happy future together.
Neil Spicer

How Dan’s aerial
marriage proposal
plot was hatched
next morning the weather had broken at
NYM. I made it to the club early to make
sure everything was ready for the planned
early afternoon arrival. The message was
to read “MARRY ME DANIELLE?”, and,
to my relief, the initial letters went as well
as could be expected. I got as far as
“MARRY ME DAN” when I received a
voicemail from Dan. I could tell instantly
from his voice that all was not well…
“Hi Neil, weather here is appalling,
300ft ceiling and 2km vis. There’s no way
I can fly. I don’t know what I’m going to
do. It’s a disaster. Anyway, I’m going to
drive up instead. I’ll see you when I get
there”.
Having written as much of the message
as I had, it was not an option to stop (people might talk!), so I finished it off, in the
hope that the event may be salvageable.
To my surprise it was! Just as I finished
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New police contact

NEED the police but not an emergency?
Dial 101 (where available), not 999.

University club is back in active mode

FOR those that haven’t heard the rumours,
the university club has had quite a successful freshers’ fayre this year, with more
than 250 students showing an interest in
gliding.
Pretty impressive considering the event
was only one day this year instead of the
normal two. This was in part due a massive flat-screen TV playing Matt Wright’s
(aka ‘Balleka’) excellent YouTube videos
of soaring ridges and sea cliffs etc.
Having been at three of these events previously, I can tell you this made all the difference. No need to try and rope people in
this time, just sit back and watch the
passers-by do double-takes at the TV! It
was then a simple case of, ‘Have you ever
been flying before?’ and the deal was
pretty much sealed.
This year we decided to scrap our £20
annual member’s fee, which would entitle
the member to a £20 trial flight (thus covering the cost to BGGC).
In favour of this, membership is now
free and we hope many people will take
advantage of this to try gliding (if not, the
treasurer will have to sell his flat screen!).
With thousands of people attending the
annual freshers’ fayre, this event is the
key one in attracting people to the club.
After a quiet period, the university club

is now active again, with a large enthusiastic committee, a basic instructor, and a
long list of students wanting trial flights.
Peter Bunniss, a lecturer at the university,
has also rejoined us and it is great to have
a staff member to help bring some continuity to the club. Without wanting to
tempt fate, I’m confident for a very good
year ahead.
The bonus of signing up so many people
at freshers’ fayre was that some of those
people have cars! Transport to Nympsfield
has always been our gremlin as the university has an unsuitable minibus policy
and renting or taxis are too expensive.
We therefore hope to have a steady
stream of trips on weekends and, if suitable, weekdays. Wednesday afternoon is
reserved by the university for sport and so
traditionally would be the time for a weekday trip but this won’t always be the case
as people’s weeks vary. Trips are mostly
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organised on the internet. The club now
has an active website, which can be found
at http://bugc.moonfruit.com or via the
BGGC website.
There is also a Facebook page which
BGGC members are welcome to join. This
is primarily used for arranging trips and
can be found at bugliding@groups.facebook.com. BUGC now have a group account on the BGGC forum page so will
also be using that for trips.
For those who don’t know, BUGC own
a single seat Grob Astir cs HXM, which
was acquired about six-plus years ago
probably when the club was last at its most
active.
Sadly, due to an upset in the committee
over the previous year or so, the club’s finances were neglected and as a result
HXM is on ground handling insurance.
This is a valuable asset which we are reluctant to sell so are looking for insurance
shares or innovative ideas to enable us to
keep possession.
Finally, expeditions! We are keen to
show our members (and some of the committee) the great gliding that is available
away from site so if anyone is planning a
day to Talgarth or the Southdowns and
wants to sit in the back of the DG, then let
us know!
Oli Llewellyn

GA pilots told how to avoid us

Glinting wings
Fortunately, sunlight glinting on their
wings as they circle can often guide others’ eyes to them, but when cloud comes
between the glider and the sun there is no
such glinting. Glinting is also unlikely if
the glider is cruising in a relatively straight
line between thermals, or when flying at
higher altitudes in mountain wave (which
they may use at any time of year). Their
narrow wings add to the difficulty of seeing them.
However, because glider pilots are always trying to gain as much energy from
the air as possible, they tend to cruise between obvious thermals. That means there
is a high probability that they will be
found under any line of cumulus clouds,
usually but not always towards the sunny
edge of it. Such a line may not be immediately obvious to a power pilot, but if we
consider that the gliders will generally
avoid any large gaps between these
clouds, that is probably the safest place to
be to avoid them. And avoid them we
must, not only because they have legal priority if encountered in a converging situation, but also because they are designed to
withstand high forces and are therefore
pretty solid when hit.
SafetySense leaflet 13 “Collision avoidance”, available like all such leaflets in
LASORS and free for download from the
CAA website www.caa.co.uk/safetysense,
recommends methods of scanning outside
the cockpit in order to spot other aircraft.
However, it is difficult, and tiring, to maintain such a lookout scan for a long time.

If we are aware when and where a collision is most likely, we can concentrate our
attention at these times and places.
So, when? Collisions are most likely
when the forecast has encouraged pilots to
fly. If at the same time poor in-flight visibility prevents us seeing another aircraft
until it is close, the hazard increases, but
if that same poor visibility has been forecast it may discourage others from flying.
Of course, if we fly above the haze layer
(or the tops of any cumulus clouds) in the
summer months, we not only increase our
in-flight visibility, but we are much less
likely to encounter a glider, since thermals
do not go above that.
And where? Collisions are most likely
where aircraft are ‘funnelled’ into narrow
areas between restrictions, either natural
or artificial.
Pilots operating in the South of England,

West of London, are aware that, even
though crossing controlled airspace is theoretically possible, almost every light aircraft flying north or south will either pass
between Brize Norton and Benson, between Lyneham and Bristol, or over the
top of Fairford. Other funnels exist, and
they are usually restricted further by controlled airspace above them.
Gliders not only pass through the same
‘funnels’, but will seek rising air over obvious thermal sources such as power stations whether cumulus clouds are visible
or not.
At these times, and in these places, the
threat of a collision is probably at least as
great as that in the circuit pattern. It is
probably not a good idea to practise manoeuvres which cover a lot of sky in these
circumstances. We certainly cannot afford
to let our scan slip!

Never overfly gliding sites below
the indicated altitude (AMSL)
shown on your CAA chart...

Hitting a 4.5mm steel
winch cable will
seriously ruin your day
GPS Databases may not show gliding activity.
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Cables can launch gliders up to 3000ft above the airfield

From GASIL, the CAA’s GA safety information leaflet, No 2 of 2010
WE frequently draw attention to the hazards of flying over and around gliding
sites. However, a large number of gliders
fly considerable distances away from their
launch sites during the summer, sometimes in competitions which are notified
as navigation warnings, but often without
such notification. Their airspeed while
climbing may be slow, but between climbs
they frequently reach similar speeds to
those of cruising light aeroplanes.
Like many modern light aeroplanes,
most gliders are predominantly white by
virtue of their construction. Their colour
provides some contrast against a dark
background, but little against the sky, especially against the puffy cumulus clouds
which are often found above the thermals
they use to gain height during the spring
and summer months.

Specialist Sailplane
& Sport Aircraft
Repair and
Maintenance Centre

We also manufacture bespoke aircraft
performance improving lightweight carbon
aerodynamic components Visit our Website: (new address)

www.targettaviation.com
or Phone: 01453 860861 / Mobile: 07850 769060

